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Abstract 
We study the dynamical behavior of D-dimensional linear cellular automata over Zm. We 
provide easy-to-check necessary and sufficient conditions for a D-dimensional linear cellular au- 
tomata over Zm to be sensitive to initial conditions, positively expansive, strongly transitive, and 
equicontinuous. As a consequence of our results, we have a complete and efficiently computable 
topological classification of D-dimensional linear cellular automata over Zm according to the 
most important dynamical properties tudied in the theory of discrete time dynamical systems. 
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I. Introduction 
Cellular automata (CA) are dynamical systems consisting of  a regular lattice of  vari- 
ables which can take a finite number of  discrete values. The global state of  the CA, 
specified by the values of  all the variables at a given time, evolves in synchronous 
discrete-time steps according to a given local rule which acts on the value of  each sin- 
gle variable. CA have been widely studied in a number of  disciplines (e,g., computer 
science, physics, mathematics, biology, chemistry) with different purposes (e.g., sim- 
ulation of natural phenomena, pseudo-random number generation, image processing, 
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Property Characterization Reference 
Surjectivity gcd(m, 21 ..... 2s) - 1 [ 10] 
Injectivity (Vp ¢ :~)(3!2i): p/{ 2i [10] 
Ergodicity gcd(m, 22 ..... 2s ) = 1 [ 15] 
Transitivity gcd(m, 22 ..... 2s) = I [2] 
Regularity gcd(m, a....... at) = 1 [2] 
Expansivity gcd(m, a . . . . . . .  a_ 1, at ..... at) = 1 [ 13] 
Sensitivity (3p E ~): p/{ gcd(22 ..... 2s) This paper 
Pos. expansivity god( m, a l ..... a,- ) - god(m, a_ t ..... a-r ) = 1 This paper 
Equicontinuity (Vp C ~) plgcd(22 ..... )os ) This paper 
Strong trans. (Vp CY~)(32i, .~j): p~{ 2i A p~ 2j This paper 
Fig. 1. Characterization f set theoretic and topological properties of linear CA over Zm in terms of the 
coefficients 2i's (for D-dimensional CA) or ai's (for one-dimensional CA). ~ denotes the set of prime 
factors of m. 
analysis of  universal model of computations, cryptography). CA can display a rich 
and complex temporal evolution whose exact determination is in general very hard, if  
not impossible. In particular, some properties of  the temporal evolution of general CA 
are undecidable [4, 5, 11]. For an introduction to the CA theory and an extensive and 
up-to-date bibliography see [8]. 
In this paper we restrict our attention to the class of  linear CA (CA based on a linear 
local rule defined over the ring Zm). Despite of their apparent simplicity, l near CA may 
exhibit complex features and have found many applications (see [3]). Several important 
properties of linear CA have been studied during the last few years [1, 2, 9, 10, 12-15] 
and in some cases exact characterizations have been obtained (see Fig. 1). 
We investigate the topological behavior f linear D-dimensional CA over Zm. 
We focus our attention on a number of  topological properties which are widely recog- 
nized as fundamental in the determination of  the qualitative behavior of  any discrete- 
time dynamical system, namely sensitivity to initial conditions, positive expansivity, 
equicontinuity, and strong transitivity. The main contribution of  this paper consists in 
efficiently computable criteria for deciding whether a linear CA satisfies one of the 
above four properties. Our criteria are reported in Fig. 1 and are given in terms of  the 
coefficients of the linear local map associated to the CA. Note that, using our criteria, 
one can easily construct a linear CA which satisfies any combination of  the above 
properties. The criteria we propose require only gcd computations and can be checked 
in polynomial time in log m and in the number of  coefficients of the local rule. The 
dimension of the lattice does not explicitly affect the computational cost of  our criteria. 
The results of  this paper hold for every dimension D~> 1 and for every m ~>2. Our 
results show that linear CA over Zm have dynamical aspects that linear CA over finite 
fields, such as Zp with p prime, cannot have. Fig. 2 illustrates the differences between 
possible topological behaviors of  linear CA over Zm for m composite and m prime. 
Since many definitions of  chaotic dynamical system are based on topological prop- 
erties such as transitivity and sensitivity to initial conditions [6], the diagram of Fig. 2 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of properties of D-dimensional linear CA over Zm for m composite (l ft) and m prime 
(right). All inclusions are proper. Note that the classes of positively expansive CA andexpansive CA are 
empty in any dimension greater than 1. 
can be interpreted as a hierarchical definition of chaos. We have five classes of  in- 
creasing degrees of  chaoticity, namely equicontinuous CA, sensitive but not ransitive 
CA, transitive but not strongly transitive CA, strongly transitive but not positively ex- 
pansive CA, and, finally, positively expansive CA. Some of the inclusions of  Fig. 2 
hold also for general CA. Unfortunately, in the general case the problem of deciding 
whether a given CA satisfies one of the above-mentioned topological properties is not 
even known to be decidable. 
The rest of  this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give basic definitions 
and notations. In Section 3 we state our results. Section 4 contains the proofs of 
the main theorems. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. The proof of  some 
technical emmas have been confined to the appendix. 
2. Bas ic  def init ions 
For m ~> 2, let Zm, denote the ring of  integers modulo m. We consider the space of 
configurations 
~m={Clc'ZO ~Zm}, 
which consists of all functions from Z D into Zm. Each element of  C~ma can be visualized 
as an infinite D-dimensional lattice in which each cell contains an element of Zm. 
Let s i> 1. A neighborhood frame of size s is an ordered set of  distinct vectors 
ul,  u2 . . . . .  us C Z D. Given any function f : Z~, ~ Zm, a D-dimensional CA based on the 
local rule f is the pair ( c~,F ) ,  where F : c~ ~c~a,  is the global transition map 
defined as follows. For every c c c~ the configuration F(c) is such that for every 
vEZ D 
[F(c)l(v) = f (c(v + ul ) . . . . .  e(v + Us)). (1) 
In other words, the content of  cell v in the configuration F(e) is a function of the 
content of  the cells v + ul . . . . .  v + us in the configuration c. Note that the local rule f 
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and the neighborhood frame completely determine F. In this paper we consider mainly 
linear CA, that is, CA with a local rule of the form 
s 
f (Xl  . . . .  ,Xs) = ~ ~iXi mod m, (2) 
i=1 
with 21 . . . . .  2s E Zm. Note that for a linear D-dimensional CA, 1 becomes 
[E(c)](v) = ~ 2ic(v + ui)mod m. (3) 
i--I 
We define the radius of the linear CA (tED,F) as 
p (F )= max Iluill~, (4) 
1 <~i<s 
where the maximum is restricted to the indices i such that 2i ~0(modm) .  As usual, 
Ilvll~ denotes the maximum of the absolute value of  the components of v. 
Example  1. A simple two-dimensional  linear CA over the alphabet {0, 1 } is the one 
in which the new value o f  each cell is the sum modulo 2 o f  its north, south, east, and 
west neighbors. Using our notation we have D = 2, m = 2, s = 4, and 
//1 ~-  (1,0), //2 ---- (-- 1,0), //3 ---- (0, 1), //4 ---- (0,--1). 
The local rule f is given by 
f (x l ,  x2, x3, x4) = (xl + x2 + x3 + x4) mod 2. 
The global transition map F has radius one and is defined by 
[F(c)](i,j) = f (c ( i  + 1,j), c(i - 1,j), c(i, j  + 1 ), c(i , j  - 1 )) mod 2. 
= c(i + 1,j) + c(i - 1,j) + c(i, j  + 1 ) + c(i, j  - 1) mod 2. 
For linear one-dimensional CA we use a simplified notation. A local rule of radius 
r is written as 
f (X - r  . . . . .  Xr)= ~ aiximodm, (5) 
i=--r  
where at least one between a-r and ar is nonzero. Using this notation, the global map 
F of a one-dimensional CA with p(F)= r becomes 
[F(c)]( i)= ~ a jc ( i+ j )modm,  cECg~m, iEZ.  
j - - - - r  
Example 2. The local rule 
f(x-2,X-l ,xO,Xl,X2) =X- l  -- xl + 2x2 mod4 
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defines a one-dimensional CA over Z4 whose global transition map F has radius 
p(F) = 2 and is given by 
[F(c)](i)=c(i - 1) - c(i ÷ 1) + 2c(i ÷ 2)mod4. 
The topological properties of CA are usually defined with respect to the metric 
topology induced by the Tychonoff distance. Let A : Zm × Zm ---+ {0, 1 } given by 
j" 0 if i=j ,  
A(i, j)= 
1 i f i¢ j .  
For any pair a, b E ~m D the Tychonoff distance d(a, b) is defined by 
A(a(v),b(v)) (6) 
d(a,b)= ~ 2H~II~ 
vEZ D 
It is easy to verify that d is a metric on cgD and that the topology induced by d 
coincides with the product opology induced by the discrete topology on Zm. With this 
topology, cod is a compact and totally disconnected space and every CA is a uniformly 
continuous map. 
Given two configurations a,b E Cgm° we define their sum a + b by the rule (a + 
b)(v) = a(v)+ b(v)mod m for every v E Z D. Note that, with respect to this sum, the 
Tychonoff distance is translation invariant, that is, d( a, b) = d( a + c, b + c ). In addition, 
if F is linear we have F(a + b)=F(a)+ F(b). A special configuration is the null 
configuration 0 which has the property that 0(v)= 0 for all v E Z D. 
Throughout the paper, F(c) will denote the result of the application of the map F to 
the configuration c, and c(v) will denote the value assumed by c in v. We recursively 
define Fn(c) by Fn(c)=F(Fn-t(c)), where F°(c)=c. 
2.1. Topoloqical properties 
In this section we recall the definitions of some topological properties which are used 
to study the qualitative behavior of discrete time dynamical systems. Here, we assume 
we are given a space of configurations X equipped with a distance d, and a map F 
continuous on X according to the topology induced by d (for CA, Tychonoff distance 
satisfies this property). We denote by ~(x, e) the (open) set { y E X: d(x, y) < e.}. 
Definition 2.1 (Sensitivity). A dynamical system (X,F) is sensitive to initial conditions 
if and only if there exists 6 >0 such that for any x E X and for any e >0, there 
exist y E ~(x,e) and n >~ 0, such that d(Fn(x),Fn(y))> 6. The value 6 is called the 
sensitivity constant. 
Intuitively, a map is sensitive to initial conditions, or simply sensitive, if there exist 
points arbitrarily close to x which eventually separate from x by at least 6 under 
iteration of F. Note that not all points near x need eventually separate from x under 
iteration, but there must be at least one such point in every neighborhood of x. 
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A property stronger than sensitivity is positive expansivity. Positive expansivity dif- 
fers from sensitivity in that all nearby points must eventually separate by at least 8. It 
is easy to verify that positively expansive CA are sensitive to initial conditions. 
Definition 2.2 (Positive expansivity). A dynamical system (X,F) is positively expan- 
sive if and only if there exists 8 > 0 such that for every x, y ¢ X, x ~ y, there exists 
n/> 0 such that d(F "(x), F n(y)) > 8. The value 8 is called the expansivity constant. 
For invertible maps the above definition can be generalized as follows. We say that 
an invertible map F is expansive if and only if there exists 8 > 0 such that for every 
x, y ¢ X, x ~ y, there exists n E Z such that d(F"(x), F~(y)) > 8. Here, F n with n < 0 
denotes F -1 iterated Inl times. In [13] the authors give a formula for the inverse of 
linear CA and use it to characterize xpansive linear CA in terms of the coefficients 
of the associated local rule. 
It is known (see [7, 16]), that there are no expansive or positively expansive CA 
(ffmD, F)  for D> 1. 
Definition 2.3 (Equicontinuity at x). A dynamical system (X,F) is equicontinuous at
x C X if and only if for any 6 > 0 there exists e> 0 such that for any y E M(x, 5) and 
n /> 0 we have d(Fn(x),Fn(y))<6. 
Definition 2.4 (Equicontinuity). A dynamical system (X,F) is equicontinuous if and 
only if it is equicontinuous at every x E X. 
The notions of sensitivity and equicontinuity (also known as stability) are related. 
In fact, by comparing the definitions one can easily see that 
F is not sensitive ¢¢, 3x: F is equicontinuous at x. (7) 
Definition 2.5 (Stron9 transitivity). A dynamical system (X,F) is strongly transitive 
+cx~ 
if and only if for all nonempty open set U C_X we have U,=0 F"(U) =X. 
A strongly transitive map F has points which, under iteration of F, move from one 
arbitrarily small neighborhood to all the space of configurations X. A weaker notion 
is transitivity: a map F is transitive if and only if for every nonempty open set U the 
+~ 
set Un=0 Fn(U) is a dense subset of X. Clearly, strongly transitive maps are transitive. 
If  F is a linear strongly transitive CA in view of [2, Theorem 3.2] is also ergodic with 
respect o the normalized Haar measure. 
3. Statement of the new results 
In this section we state the main results of this paper. The same results are summa- 
rized in Figs. 1 and 2. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let F denote the global transition map of a linear D-dimensional CA 
over Zm defined by 
s 
[F(c)](V) = ~ •iC(13 -~- U i )mod m. (8) 
i-I 
Assume ul---O, that is, )L1 is the coefficient associated to the null displacement. The 
global transition map F is sensitive if and only if there exists a prime p such that 
p lm and pXgcd(2z,23 .... ,)~s). (9) 
In other words, F is sensitive unless every prime which divides m divides also all the 
coefficients 2i' s with i S l. 
Note that we can check the above condition without knowing the factorization of m. 
In fact, (9) holds if and only if gcd(22, 23 . . . . .  2s) does not contain all the prime factors 
of m. Since each prime appears in m with a power at most Llog2 m J, F is sensitive if 
and only if [gcd(22, 23,..., 2s)] [l°g2 mJ ~ 0 (mod m). 
Theorem 3.2. Let F denote the global transition map of a linear one-dimensional CA 
r over Zm with local rule f (x - r , . . .  ,xr)-- ~i=-~ aixi rood m. The global transition map 
F is positively expansive if and only if 
gcd(m,a . . . . . . .  a_ l )=  1 and gcd(m, al .... ,a t )= 1. (10) 
Since positively expansive CA do not exist in any dimension D ~>2, the above the- 
orem completely characterizes the class of linear positively expansive CA. 
Theorem 3.3. Let F denote the global transition map of the linear D-dimensional 
CA over Zm defined by (8). The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) F is equicontinuous in at least one point, 
(ii) F is equicontinuous at every point, 
(iii) for each prime p such that p lm we have p lgcd(22,23,...,2s). 
By Theorem 3.3 and (7), we get that a linear CA is either sensitive or equicontinuous. 
Hence, F is equicontinuous if and only if [gcd(22,,~3 . . . . .  "~s)]ll°g2 m] - 0 (mod m). As 
a corollary to Theorem 3.3 we have the following result which will be proven in 
Section 4.3. 
Corollary 3.4. Let F denote the global transition map of any surjective and equicon- 
tinuous linear D-dimensional CA over Zm. Then F is injective. 
Since injective CA are surjective, Corollary 3.4 implies that, for equicontinuous CA, 
injectivity is equivalent to surjectivity. 
Theorem 3.5. Let F denote the global transition map of a linear D-dimensional CA 
over Z,n defined by (8). The global transition map F is strongly transitive if and only 
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if for each prime p such that plm, there exist at least two coefficients 2i, )~j such 
that pX 2i and pX2j. 
Note that we can check whether F is strongly transitive without knowing the fac- 
torization of m. In fact, the above condition is equivalent to 
gcd(m, 22, 23 .... ,2s) = gcd(m, 21,23 . . . . .  2s)  . . . . .  gcd(m, 21,22 . . . . .  2s_  1 ) =- 1. 
4. Proof of the main theorems 
We now prove the results stated in Section 3. In our proofs we make use of the 
formal power series (fps) representation of the configuration space cgD m (see 
[10, Section. 3] for details). For D= 1, to each configuration c E Cgml we associate 
the fps 
Pc(X) : ~ e(i)X i. 
iEZ 
The advantage of this representation is that the computation of a linear map is equiv- 
alent to power series multiplication. Let F:Cg 1 ~ cgl be a linear map with local rule 
r r i f (x  ..... ,x r )= ~i=_raixi. We associate to F the finite fps Af (X)= ~-]~i=_rai X -  . 
Then, for any c E c~l we have 
PF(e)(X ) = Pe(X )Af(X ) mod m. 
Note that each coefficient of PF(c)(X) is well defined since AT(X ) has only finitely 
many nonzero coefficients. Note also that the finite fps associated to F n is A](X). 
More in general, to each configuration c E cg~ we associate the formal power series 
Pc(Xl ..... XD)= ~ C(il,. " i, io . . ,~  )x l  "" . x ;~ . 
il,...,iDEZ 
The computation of a linear map F over c~D m is equivalent o the multiplication by 
a finite fps A(X1 .... .  XD) which can be easily obtained by the local rule f and the 
neighborhood frame ul . . . . .  Us. The finite fps associated to the map F defined by (8) is 
s 
A(X I  . . . .  ,XD ) = ~ 2i X l  -ui(1) . . . XD ui(D), 
i=1  
where ui(j) denotes the jth component of vector ui. 
Example 3. The finite fps associated to the map F defined in Example I is A(X, Y) = 
X + X- l  + y + y-1. The finite fps associated to the one-dimensional defined in 
Example 2 is A(X) =2X -2 -X  - l  +X.  
Throughout he paper, given a fps H(X) and i E Z, we use (H(X))i to denote the 
coefficient of X i in H(X). 
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4.1. Sensitivity 
In this section we characterize sensitive linear CA. We prove our results only in the 
two-dimensional case, since the proofs for the other dimensions are similar. 
Let F : cg2 ~ cg2 denote the global transition map of a two-dimensional CA. For any 
integer k>0,  let ~//~ denote the set of configurations cECg 2 such that c (v )=0 for 
Ilvll~ <k. It is straightforward to verify that F is sensitive if and only if there exists 
6 > 0 such that for any configuration c E (gm 2 we have 
Vk>0, 3c'EVkZ: d(F"(c+c'),F"(c))>6 for somen>~0. (11) 
In fact, (11) implies that we can find a configuration, arbitrarily close to c, whose 
distance from c exceeds 6 after a sufficiently large number of iterations. 
If F is linear we can get rid of the particular configuration c. We have 
d(F"(c + c'), F"(c)) = d(Fn(c) + Fn(et),Fn(c)) = d(F"(e'), 0). 
Hence, F is sensitive if and only if there exists 6 > 0 such that 
Vk>0, 3c'E~F'2: d(F"(c'),O)>6 for some n ~> 0. (12) 
This observation leads to the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let F denote the global transition map of a linear D-dimensional CA 
over Zm. F is sensitive if and only if 
limsupp(Fn)= ~,  (13) 
the radius p of a CA being defined by (4). 
Proof. We prove the result for D = 2. If (13) does not hold, there exists M such 
that p(Fn)<M for all n. Thus, if k>M, for all cE~Uk 2 we have Fn(c)Et/'~_ M. 
Elementary calculus shows that c E ~Ut 2 ~ d(c, 0) ~< 8(t + 2)/2 t. Hence, for any 6, if k 
is large enough c E "U 2 implies d(Fn(c),O) <<. 6 for all n, and F cannot be sensitive. 
Assume now (13) holds. Then, for every k we can find n such that p(Fn)=z>k. 
Let 2} m, u} ") denote the coefficients and the displacements of the local map associ- 
ated to F ~. p(F~)=z implies that there exists j, such that 2~)¢0  and Ilu~")ll~ =z. 
Let c be such that c( -u~n))=l ,  and c (v )=0 for v¢ -u~ ~). Clearly, cE~/Fk 2 and 
[Fn(c)](0)=2~ n) 50  which implies (12) for any 6, 0<6< 1. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let F denote the global transition map of a linear two- 
dimensional CA, and let 
A(X, Y) = ~ ai, j x iy  j 
v<~i<~w 
y<~j<~z 
denote the finite fps associated to F. Assume (9) holds. Then, there exist a prime p 
and a coefficient as, u such that plm, p~as, u and at least one between s and u is nonzero. 
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We now prove that, as a consequence, l imsupp(F~)=e~.  Without loss of generality, 
we can assume s# 0, and that for i<s we have plai,j. Let A(X, Y)=A(X, Y)modp.  
By our assumptions, ,~(X, Y) can be written as XsG(y) + ~s<i<~wXini(Y), with 
G( Y ) ~ O. Hence, 
(An(X, Y)modp)  = [A(X, y)]n =X~SG~(y) + ~ XiH~(y). 
ns < i ~nw 
Since Zp is an integral domain, we have G"(Y)#O which implies p(F n) >>. n[s]. 
Assume now plm ~ P[)~i for all i # 1 and every prime p. Let m = p~' . . .  pn k" denote 
the factorization of m, and let k= maxiki. We prove that p(F n) <<. p(F)(k - 1). Let 
bi, j  denote the coefficients of the fps associated to F n. We have 
bi, j  = Z ai, ,j, ai2,j2 " '"  a i . , j . .  (14)  
il +" "+in = i 
.h+'"+J . - J  
I f  max(I/[, ] j l )>p(F) (k -  1), each term ai,4,ai2.j2...ai,,j, must contain at least k co- 
efficients aih,jh with max(l/h [, [jh]) # 0. Hence, p Ira ~ p kl(ai~,j, ... ai,,j, ), and each term 
in the sum (14) is a multiple of m. Hence, p(F") <~ p(F)(k - 1) and by Lemma 4.1 
F is not sensitive. [] 
4.2. Positive expansivity 
In this section we characterize positively expansive linear CA. Since positively ex- 
pansive CA do not exist in any dimension D~>2 we can restrict ourselves to the 
one-dimensional case. 
Let F:cg~ ~ cgl denote the global transition map of a one-dimensional CA. It is 
straightforward to verify that F is positively expansive if and only if there exists 6 > 0 
such that for any configuration c E c£~ we have 
Vc'CCgm 1, c '#0,  3n~>O: d(Fn(c+c') ,Fn(c))>6. 
Reasoning as in Section 4.1, if F is linear we can get rid of the particular configura- 
tion c. We have 
d(Fn(c + c'),Fn(c ) ) = d(Fn(c ) + F"( c'),F~(c ) ) = d(Fn(c'), 0). 
Hence, F is positively expansive if and only if for any c ~ 40  we have d(Fn(c'), O)>6 
for a sufficiently large n. Clearly, this is equivalent o assuming that there exists M > 0 
such that 
Vc'ECK~, c '#0,  3n ~>0: [F"(c')](i)#O for some i with [i[<M. 
For any integer k > 0, let ~/¢rk denote the set of configurations c E Cgml such that e(i) = 0 
for [il <k  and at least one between c(k) and e(-k)  is different from zero. Since 6 can 
be chosen arbitrarily, we have that F is positively expansive if and only if 3/c such 
that for all k >/¢ 
VcE~¢/~, 3n/> 0: [Fn(c)](i)#O for some i with [i[<M. (15) 
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I f  we visualize each configuration as a biinfinite array, 15 tells us that the essential 
feature of  positively expansive CA is that any pattern of nonzero values can "propagate" 
from positions arbitrarily away from 0 up to a position i with Iil <M.  Informally, we 
say that any nonzero pattern can propagate for an arbitrarily large distance. For a 
comparison, sensitive one-dimensional linear CA can be seen as those CA in which 
for each t > 0 there exists a nonzero pattern which propagates by at least t positions. 
The following lemma shows a relationship between the coefficients ai's of the local 
rule (5) and the propagation of  one-sided nonzero patterns. 
Lemma 4.2. Let m = p~' kh "'" Ph, and let c E cgl such that c(v) ~ 0 and c(i) = 0 Jbr 
i > v. I f  gcd(m, a_ 1 .... , a - r )  = 1, then there exists n such that [F n(c)](i) # 0 for some 
i with Iil <r(maxj=l,...,h kj pj (kj - 1)!). 
Proof. Let C (X)= ~i<~vciX i be the fps associated to c. Since m~c,,, there exists a 
prime p and an integer k such that pklm and pk~cv. Since gcd(m,a_l . . . . .  a_ , )=  1, 
we can find t, 0 < t ~< r, such that 
p~a-t  and p]a_i for t<i<.r .  (16) 
r 
Let A(X)= Y~i=-~ a-i Xi denote the finite fps associated to F. We prove the lemma 
by showing that if n is a positive multiple of pk(k - 1)! then 
[F"(c)](v + nt) = (C(Y)An(X))v+nt ~ 0 (mod m), 
since this implies that we can have a nonzero in every position v' such that v '>  v and 
v '=v(modtpk(k -  1)!) . 
Let .~(X)=A(X)modp k. By (16) we know that .~(X) satisfies the hypothesis of 
Lemma A.4 in the appendix. Hence, if n is a multiple of  pk(k -  1)!, we have A" (X)= 
~. ,  . X i i=_nrai with gcd(~im, pk)= 1. We have 
[Fn(c)](v + nt) =- (-~"(X)C(X))v+nt (mod pk) 
~ < (i ~_nraiXi) (i~<~vCiXi) >v+n, (m°dpk) 
= tintc,~ (mod pk). 
Since by hypothesis pk~c~ and p~tnt , [Fn(c)](l)4-nt) is not a multiple of  pk. 
We conclude that [F"(c)](v + nt) is nonzero modulo m as claimed. [] 
Lemma 4.2 proves that if gcd(m, a l . . . . .  a-r) = 1 any left-sided nonzero pattern can 
propagate arbitrarily far away to the right. Similarly, gcd(m, a l , . . . , a r )= 1 implies that 
any right-sided nonzero, pattern can propagate arbitrarily far away to the left. Having 
established these two facts we are now able to prove Theorem 3.2. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let m = p~' -.- p~h, and assume (10) holds. We show that F is 
positively expansive by proving that (15) holds with M = lc = 1 + r[maxi pkii(ki- 1 )!]. 
For any k > [c let c E 3q~k. If c(i)= 0 for i >-k ,  or c(i)= 0 for i <k  the thesis follows 
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by Lemma 4.2 and the observation following it. For the general case in which c 
assumes nonzero values both for i< -k  and i>k, we write C=CL + CR, where CL 
(resp. CR) is such that cL( i )=0 for i> -k  (resp. CR(i)=0 for i<k). By linearity we 
have F"(c)=F"(CL)+ F"(cR). Hence, for a suitable n we must have [Fn(c)](i)#O 
for some i with 1i] <M,  unless the nonzero patterns generated by Fn(CL) and Fn(cR) 
cancel each other for Iil <M. However, since F has radius r and M ~> 1 + 2r, the 
nonzero patterns generated by F"(CL) and Fn(CR) cannot cancel each other unless at 
least one of them has already reached the region with [i1 <M.  This proves that (15) 
holds for any c c ~ and the map F is positively expansive as claimed. 
Finally, we prove that (10) is a necessary condition for positive xpansivity. Assume 
for example gcd(al .. . .  ,ar)=ql > 1, and let q2 =m/q1. For any integer k>0 let ck C 
denote the configuration defined by ck(i)=q2 if i=k  and ck( i )=0 otherwise. We 
show that for every n>0 and i<k we have [F"(ck)](i)=O which implies that F is 
not positively expansive. Since the fps associated to ck is q2X k, we have 
[F n(Ck)](i) = (qzXkAn(X) ) i  = q2 (An(X) ) i -k  . (17) 
By hypothesis, for j<0 ,  (A(X))j is a multiple of q~. One can easily verify that also 
for An(X) we have that j<0  implies qlI(A"(X))j. By (17) we get that, for i<k, 
[F"(ck)](i)=O(modm) as claimed. [] 
4.3. Equicontinuity 
In this section we characterize equicontinuous linear CA. Our result relies on the fact 
that linear CA are either equicontinuous atevery point or sensitive to initial conditions. 
Lemma 4.3. Let x be any configuration. A linear map F & equicontinuous at x if 
and only if F is equicontinuous at O. 
Proof. Assume F is equicontinuous at 0. Then, for any 6 > 0 there exists e6 > 0 such 
that for any configuration y C ~(0, e6) and for any n/> 0 
d(Fn(O),Fn(y))=d(O, Fn(y))<6. (18) 
Assume by contradiction that F is not equicontinuous at x. Then, there exist 6>0, 
a configuration y E M(x, e6), and an integer n ~> 0 such that d(Fn(x),Fn(y)) >>, 6. Let 
y '=(y -  x)modm. Since d is translation invariant we have yrCM(O, e6). For the 
linearity of F we get 
d( O, Fn(y') ) = d(F"(x ),Fn(x ) + Fn(y') ) = d( Fn(x ),Fn(y ) ) >1 ft. (19) 
Comparing (18) and (19) we get a contradiction. In a similar way, one can prove that 
F equicontinuous atx implies F equicontinuous at 0. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Obviously (ii)=~ (i). By Lemma 4.3 we have that for linear 
CA (i)=¢, (ii). To prove that (i)¢:~ (iii) we simply note that by (7) to get a character- 
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ization for equicontinuous maps it suffices to negate the characterization for sensitive 
maps. [] 
Proof of Corollary 3.4. We use the characterization f injective and surjective CA 
proven in [10] and shown in Fig. 1. Let F be a surjective map defined by (8), and 
let 21 be the coefficient associated to the null displacement. Let p be any prime which 
divides m. Since F is equicontinuous then 
pl2j for 2 ~<j ~<s. 
In addition, since F is surjective p)~ 21. Hence, there exists a unique coefficient 2i such 
that PX )oi and the map F is injective. [] 
4.4. Strong transitivity 
In this section we prove the characterization f strongly transitive linear CA. The 
proof is quite complex and we will need some preliminary lemmas. To simplify the 
notation we first give the proof for the one-dimensional case. The extension for D > 1 
is given in Section 4.4.1. 
Let ~//'k 1 = {x E c£~ ]x(i) = 0 for ]i I <k}. For any x E cgl let 
~(x ,k )=x + ~ = {yc~ly=x + z, zE ~)} .  
Since we are considering the topology induced by d, for any nonempty open subset 
U c_ c6~, we can find x E Cgml and e>O such that ~(x,e) c_ U. Elementary calculus shows 
that 
~(x, 3 ÷ [log(l/e)] ) C_ ~(x, e) C_ U, 
hence F is strongly transitive if and only if 
+oo 
VxCCg~, Vk>0, U F"(~(x,k))  =cgl. (20) 
n=0 
We are now ready to establish a simple condition which, for linear maps, implies 
strong transitivity. 
Lemma 4.4. Let F be a linear one-dimensional map over Zm. If, for all k, there exists 
nk such that F"k(~V' I )=~, then F is strongly transitive. 
Proof, For all x c ~1 and k > 0 we have 
+co 
UF"(~(x,k))D_Fn~(X + ~; )=Fnk(x )+ Fnk(3e'kl)=c6~. [] 
n~O 
To prove the "if" part of Theorem 3.5 we use Lemma 4.4 and the power series 
representation f CA. Lemma 4.5 establishes the r sult for the special case in which 
m is a prime power, while Lemma 4.6 proves the result in the general case. 
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Lemma 4.5. Let A(X) = S-r<~i~r aiXi  denote a finite fps over Zpk (p prime). Sup- 
pose there exist two coefficients ai, aj such that gcd(p, ai)= gcd(p, a j )=  1, and let n 
be any multiple of pk (k -  1 )!. Then, for each fps C(X) we can find B(X) = ~ icz  biXi 
such that 
B(X)E ~F[]/2 ] and B(X)An(X)=-C(X)(modpk) • (21) 
ProoL Let 
s = min{ilgcd(ai, p) = 1}, t = max{ilgcd(ai, p)  = 1}. 
Let n be any multiple of pk(k - 1)!. By Lemmas A.3 and A.4 in the appendix we 
know that An(X) has the form 
nt 
A"(X) =-- ~ a~X i (modp k) 
i=ns 
with gcd(dns, p)  = gcd(a~t, P) -- 1. 
Let C(X)= S iczC i  X i ,  and z= [n/2J. 
biX such that Zi>~z I i 
By Lemma A.1 there exists B+(X)= 
B+(X)A~(X) =- ~ ciXi(modpk) • 
i >~z+ns 
b i X such that Similarly, by Lemma A.2 there exists B_(X)= ~i<z+ns-nt tt i 
B_(X)An(X)=_ ~ Ci X i (mOdpk)"  
i < z+ns 
Let B(X) = B_(X) + B+(X). Clearly, B(X)A"(X) -~ C(X) (modp k), and b~+,5-,t . . . .  
=bz-~ =0.  Since z + ns - nt <~ [n/2J - n <~ - kn/2] we have that B(X) satisfies (21) 
and the lemma follows. [] 
Lemma 4.6. Let A(X) = Z--r <~ i <~ r aiXi denote a finite fps over Zm. Suppose that for 
each prime p which divides m there exist two coefficients ai, aj such that gcd(p, ai)= 
gcd(p, aj)= 1. Then, for any integer q>0 there exists n such that for each fps 
C(X) = Z iEZ  Cixi we can find a fps B(X) =- ~i~z biXi such that 
B(X) c ~ql and B(X)A"(X)=- C(X)(modm). (22) 
k~ pkO kh and k = maxi ki. Let n denote a multiple of m(k - 1 )! Proof. Let m- -  Pt 2" "" Ph, 
such that n>2q. Clearly, n is a multiple of pki~(ki - 1)! for i=  1 . . . . .  h. By Lemma 4.5 
we know that given C(X) we can find Bi(X)= ~-]~j~z b~ i)Xj such that 
b(-/)+l = • '" -h ( i ) -  ~q-2  -~- Uq-lh(i)=0 and Bi(X)A"(X)~C(X)(modp~i')  
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We now use the Chinese Remainder theorem. Since gcdc(pk/,m/pk/)= 1, we can find 
fli such that fli(m/pk/) ~ 1 (modp/k'). Let 
B(X) = ~ ~, B~(X). 
i=1 
For i = 1 . . . . .  h, we have B(X) =- Bi(X ) (rood pi k' ). Hence, B(X)An(X) - C(X) (modp~k ' )
for all i, which implies 22. [] 
Proof  of Theorem 3.5 (Case D = 1). The " i f"  part follows directly from Lemmas 4.4 
and 4.6. To prove the "only i f"  part let A (X)= ~_r<~i<~rai x i  denote the finite fps 
associated to the map F. Assume there exist a prime p and an index j such that 
p]m and p lai for all i ¢ j .  Let al n), -rn<~i<.rn, denote the coefficients of An(x). 
It is straightforward to verify that, for i~ jn ,  we have that p[ al n). Consider now 
any configuration b c ~U11. The corresponding fps B(X)= ~i6zb( i )X  i is such that 
b(0) = 0. We have 
[Fn(b)](nj) = (An(X)B(X))nj = ~ aln)b(nj - i). 
i=--rn 
Since b(0) = 0, all terms in the summation are multiple of p and p [ [F"(b)](nj). Hence, 
the configuration c such that c(i)= 1 for all i E Z clearly does not belong to Fn(~i  j ), 
and by (20) F cannot be strongly transitive. [] 
4.4.1. Extension to the D-dimensional case 
We now show how the results of the previous section can be extended to character- 
ize D-dimensional strongly transitive linear CA. As usual, we consider only the case 
D = 2, since the general case is analogous. As for the one-dimensional case we, define 
the set 
f~2 = {x E Cgm2[ X(e)=0 for L lv l l~<k }. 
it is straightforward to verify that a result analogous to Lemma 4.4 holds also for 
D = 2. That is, if, for all k, there exists nk such that Fnk(~ 2) = cg2, then F is strongly 
transitive. In view of this, to prove the " i f"  part of Theorem 3.5 we need results 
analogous to Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6. We only state and prove the result for m = pk. 
The extension to the general case follows using the Chinese Remainder theorem as in 
Lemma 4.6. 
Lemma 4.7. Let 
A(X,Y)---- ~ a i jX iy  j, 
v<~i<~w 
x<~j<~ y 
denote a finite fps over Zpk (p prime). Suppose there exist two coefficients as, h and 
at, i such that gcd(p, as, h)=gcd(p, at, t )= l ,  and let n be a multiple of pk (k -  1)!. 
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Then, for each fps C(X, Y) we can find B(X, Y) = ~-]i, jEZ bi,j X i•  such that 
2 B(X, Y) E ~U[n/21 and B(X, Y)An(X, Y) ~ C(X, Y) (mod pk). (23) 
Proof. By interchanging, if necessary, the role of X and Y we can assume that s < t. 
Moreover, reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 4.5, we can assume that p[ai, j for i<s 
and i>t. By Lemma A.7 and the observation following it, we know that, if n is a 
multiple of pk(k - 1)!, An(x, Y) has the form 
An(X, Y) ~ ~ a~,jX i YJ (mod pk) 
ns <~ i <~ nt 
nx<~j<~ny 
and there exist jn, hn such that gcd(a~s,j .  p) = gcd(alnt, h  p) = 1. 
Let C(X,Y)= y]~i,jEzei, j x iy  j, and z= [n/2J. By Lemmas A.5 and A.6, we know 
that there exist 
B+(X, r )  = ~ b+jx iy  j, B_(X,  Y )  = ~ b~.y iy  j 
i >~z, jEZ i <z+ns-nt, jEZ 
such that 
B+(X, y)An(X, Y) =- y~ cidXi¥ j (rood pk), 
i~z+ns, jEZ 
B_(X, Y)An(X, Y) =-- ~ ci, j x iy  j (mod pk). 
i<z+ns, jEZ 
The fps B(X, Y)=B_(X, Y)+ B+(X, Y) clearly satisfies (23) and the lemma follows. 
[] 
Proof of Theorem 3.5 (Case D = 2). The "if" part follows from the observations atthe 
beginning of this subsection and by Lemma 4.7. To prove the "only if" part, assume 
there exist a prime p and an index j such that plm and PI2i for all i # j .  Reasoning 
as in the case D= 1, we can see that the configuration c such that c(v)=-1 for all 
v E Z 2 does not belong to Fn(~t/~12 ) for any n~>0, and, as a consequence, F cannot be 
strongly transitive. [] 
5. Conclusions 
One of the most interesting and at the same time challenging problem in CA theory 
is to make explicit the connection between theglobal behavior f a given CA and the 
local rule on which it is based. In particular, it is of great importance to understand 
which properties of the local rule influence the qualitative behavior of the entire CA. 
The qualitative behavior of any dynamical system can be suitably characterized accord- 
ing to the topological properties it satisfies. Among them are the positive expansivity, 
sensitivity to initial conditions, strong transitivity, and equicontinuity. In this paper we 
have provided necessary and sufficient conditions on the local rule in order to satisfy 
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the above properties. Finally, by merging set theoretic (injectivity and surjectivity) and 
topological characterizations we have obtained a complete picture of the relationships 
between some of the most important CA properties. 
Appendix A: Formal power series over Z~k 
In order to simplify the main proofs of the paper, we introduce the following lemmas 
which prove some properties of fps over Zp~ (p prime). 
It is well known that gcd(a,m)-1 implies that there exists a unique integer b, 
l~<b<m, such that ab- l (modm) .  In the following we use [a]~ 1 to denote such 
integer. 
Lemma A.1. Let A(X) :  ~~v<i<waiX i denote a finite fps over Zpk (p prime). I f  
gcd(pk,av)= 1, then, given a fps of the form C(X)=~i>~RciX i, there exists a fps 
B(X) = ~i>~R-~ bi Xi such that 
B(X)A(X) -- C(X)(mod p*). 
Proof. First note that we can restrict ourselves to the case R = O, the general case 
being analogous. Let r= [av]~kl; fl exists since gcd(a~, pk)= 1. Consider the finite fps 
D(X) = fiX -~'. We have 
W--V 
D(X)A(X) - 1 + ~ eiX i (mod pk). 
i--1 
We show that there exists a sequence of values do, d1,.., such that B(X)= 
~-~i~odiXiD(X) has the desired properties. We set do =co, and for i>0  
A straightforward induction shows that, for i ~> O, 
djXJD(X) A(X) - -~c jX  j + ~ z~i)x j (mod pk), 
j>i 
which implies that B(X)A(X)=--C(X)(mod pk) as claimed. [] 
With a similar proof we get the following lemma. 
Lemma A.2. Let A(X)= ~v<i<waiX i denote a finite fps over Zpk (p prime). If 
gcd(pk, aw) ---- 1, then, given a fps of the form C(X) = ~i<~R ciXi, there exists a fps 
B(X) = ~i<R-w bi Xi such that 
B(X)A(X) -- C(X)(mod pk). 
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The hypotheses of Lemmas A.1 and A.2 are rather strong. The following results 
show that a weaker assumption on A(X) ensures that we can apply Lemmas A.1 or 
A.2 to A'(X) when n is a multiple of pk(k - 1)!. 
Lemma A.3. Let A(X)= ~v<~i<~w ai Xi denote a finite fps over Zpk (p prime). Sup- 
pose there exists an index s such that p ~ as, and p lai for i <s. I f  n is a multiple of 
pk (k -  1)! then A~(X) has the form 
nw 
A'(X) = ~ ai i 
i=ns 
with god(tins , pk) = 1. 
Proof. We rewrite A(X) as A(X)= G(X) + pH(X), where G(X) contains all terms 
aiX i such that p){ ai. Note that by our hypothesis, asX s is the term with the lowest 
degree in G(X). Let n be a multiple of pk(k - 1)!. We have 
A'(X)  = (G(X) + pH(X))" 
= G'(X)  + p iH i (y )G ' - i (x )  
\ i= l  
-~-Pk (i=~k (7 )  pi-kHi(x)an-i(x) ) 
:On(y)~-pk (i=~k ( : )  pi-koi(x)on-i(Y)  , 
where the last equality holds since, being n a multiple of pk(k - 1)!, for i<k, (7) is 
a multiple of pk. Hence, A"(X)= G' (X) (mod pk) and the lemma follows. [] 
Analogously, we can prove the following lemma. 
Lemma A.4. Let A(X)= ~-]~v<~i<~wai Xi denote a finite fps over Zpk (p prime). Sup- 
pose there exists an index t such that p X at, and p]ai for i > t. I f  n is a multiple of 
pk(k - 1)! then A'(X)  has the form 
nt 
A'(X) ~ , i = aiX i=nl) 
with gcd(dnt , pk) = 1. 
A.1. Extension to formal power series in two variables 
The following results generalize Lemmas A.1-A.4 to finite fps in two variables. 
We make use of the following notation. Given the fps H(X, Y) and i c Z, (H(X, Y))i 
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denotes the coefficient of X i within H(X, Y). Note that (H(X, Y))i is a fps in the 
variable Y. 
Lemma A.5. Let 
A(X,Y)= ~ ai, jx iy j
v<~i<~w 
s<~j<~t 
denote a finite fps over Zpk (p prime). If there exists j such that gcd(a~,j, pk) __ 1, 
then for each fps C(X, Y) of the form 
C(X, Y ) = E ci, jx i  Y J, 
i~R, j@z 
there exists a fps B(X, Y) = ~i>~R-v, jcz bi, jXiYj such that 
B(X, Y)A(X, Y) =_ C(X, Y) (mod pk). 
Proof. We repeat almost verbatim the proof of Lemma A.1. Again, we can restrict 
ourselves to the case R=0.  Let ~(Y)= (A(X,Y))v. By hypothesis 3j such that 
gcd(a,,,j, pk)=l. Hence, the CA associated to the finite fps ~(Y) is surjective 
[10, Theorem 1], and there exists a finite fps fl(Y) such that ~(Y)~(Y)- 1(mod pk). 
Let D(X, Y)=X-Vfl(Y). We have 
w m ~: 
D(X, Y)A(X, Y) = 1 + ~XiEi(Y), 
i=1  
where EI(Y),E2(Y) . . . . .  Ew-v(Y) are finite fps . As in Lemma A.1 we get the desired 
fps B(X, Y) in the form B(X, Y) = ~-]i>~o 6i(Y)XiD( X, Y), where 6o(Y), 61(Y) .... are 
defined by the following recurrence. Let 60(Y)--(C(X, Y))o, and for i>0  
6i(y)=(C(X,Y)}i - I (j~=o6j(Y)XJD(X,Y ) A(X,Y) . 
A straightforward induction shows that for every h 
( ~ (~i(y)XiD(X~ Y))  A(X~ Y)~ E ci,j x iY j  ~- 
i=0  O<~i <~h, jcZ 
and the lemma follows. [] 
With an analogous proof we get the following result. 
Lemma A.6. Let 
A(X,Y)= ~ ai, j x iy  j 
v<~i<~w 
s<~j<~t 
E z~ )Xg Yj (mod pk) 
i>h, jCZ 
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denote a finite fps over Zpk (p prime). I f  there exists j such that gcd(aw, j, pk)= 1, 
then for each fps C(X, Y) of the form 
c(x,r)= ~ c~,jxiY j, 
i<~R, j cZ  
there exists a fps B(X, Y)= ~i<~R-w,j~z bi,j XiYj such that 
B(X, Y)A(X, Y)-- C(X, Y) (mod pk). 
The following result generalizes Lemma A.3 to finite fps in two variables. 
Lemma A.7. Let 
A(X,Y)= ~ ai, j x iy  j 
v<~i<~w 
y <~j <~z 
denote a finite fps over Zpk (p prime). Suppose there exists as,~ such that p~ as, u, 
and i <s implies plai,j. Then, if n is a multiple of pk(k - 1)!, A"(X) has the form 
An(X, Y) = ~ a~,jxiy j (24) 
ns <~ i <~ nw 
ny<~j<~nz 
and 3j such that gcd(a'n~,,j, pk )= 1. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma A.3 we write A(X, Y) = G(X, Y) + pH(X, Y) where 
G(X,Y) contains all terms ai, j x iy  j such that pXai, j. As in Lemma A.3, if n is a 
multiple of pk(k - 1)!, we have An(X, Y ) -  Gn(X, Y)(mod pk). Let u-- min{j ] gcd 
(as,j,p)= 1}. Since as,, is invertible in Zpk, we can find g(X, Y) such that G(X, Y)= 
as, uXsYU(1 + g(X, Y)). In addition, our hypotheses on s and u imply that in g(X, Y) 
the variables X and Y appear with degree ~> 1. Hence, 
An(X) = [as, uXSYU(1 + 9(X, y))]n _ n . . . .  -as, ~ Y (I +9'(X,Y)) , 
where 9'(X, Y) = ~inl (7)gi(X, Y) still has the property that the variables X, Y appear 
with degree /> 1. 
This completes the proof. [] 
Note that the previous lemma can be generalized to get a result analogous to 
Lemma A.4. That is, if 3at, u such that pXat, u and i>t ~ p]ai, j, then 
An(X, y)= ~ ai,j X ,  iyj 
nv<~i<~nt 
ny<~j<~nz 
and ~j such that gcd(a'nt, j , pk)= 1. 
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